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ANOTHER AIRPORT DEBACLE OR A NEW VISION FOR LOCAL FOOD SECURITY? 

At a Tourism on the Greenbelt meeting held in Durham, I asked Tony Clement (Environment Minister in the Harris 
government at the time) what about Foodland Ontario? He said 'there ain't gonna be a Foodland Ontario'. Then 
two people who lived in an apartment in BC published The 100 mile diet book - a major game changer that resulted 
in the local food revolution. Since then, agriculture dependant on toxic chemicals & GMO seeds which have 
destroyed our soil and environment have slowly given way to ecologically sound ways of producing food. 
Environmentalists, academic researchers, food & farming activists have given us permaculture, regenerative 
agriculture,  agroecology, while whole swaths of farmers in eastern Ontario are presently transitioning to organic - 
thereby mitigating the global food system's worst impacts: biodiversity loss, energy depletion, toxic pollution, food 
insecurity and massive carbon emissions. These inspiring testaments to human ingenuity have two things in 
common: They involve smaller-scale farms adapted to local conditions, and they depend more on human attention 
and care rather than on massive farm machinery and technology. In other words, they are the opposite of industrial 
monocultures—huge farms that grow just one pesticide saturated crop. This is what is needed - to once and for all 
designate the Pickering lands as an organic agricultural preserve in perpetuity.  

Yet some politicians continue to advocate for another Mirabel 2 debacle. Why, to give more people with gambling 
addictions easier access to their casino? These are not 
components of holistic communities. Given that countries 
in the EU are banning short-haul aviation in favour of rapid 
rail,  we should instead be looking at an efficient rapid rail 
system between Windsor & Quebec City. We need to avoid 
duplicating the mistakes of the past & have the courage to 
have a change of opinion & choose a better solution. 

When we were denied face masks during the current 
pandemic, It was full steam ahead to initiate local 
manufacturing. This pandemic has also magnified the 
importance of local food security. If we are being denied 
face masks, what will happen when climate change and 
drought reduce agricultural capacity in the US & other 
southern countries? We could just as easily be denied food. 

Furthermore, if our governments truly  wish to address climate change, in no way is aviation part of that equation. 
Let’s think outside the box, leave a legacy by  doing something meaningful with those lands. Provide us with food. 
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/small-scale-organic-agriculture-farming-quebec-magazine-
1.6042471?fbclid=IwAR15CqLFofqhDaqroWgG03Ruus_xMUK2VbNIwf8qWma38ymlKd0yTjp3Fis 

Sincerely  
Gloria Marsh, Executive Director 
York Region Environmental Alliance 
Partnering for a greener planet www.yrea.org 
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